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BUBBLE TRANSFER DEVICE FOR OPEN SYSTEM 
SCUBA DIVING APPLICATIONS 

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST 

The invention described herein may be manufac 
tured and used by or for the Government of the United 
States of America for governmental purposes without 
the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Frequently, a scuba diver ?nds that the bubbles 
produced by exhaled gas interfere with his undertaking. 
For ‘example, in underwater photography bubble-free 
shots of the undersides of caves and ledges are dif?cult 
to obtain because of the rising bubbles. Also, particu 
larly with respect to divers at a worksite, bubbles tend 
to hide a diver’s tools or the part being repaired, espe 
cially when the diver must position himself below his 
work. In addition, there is evidence that visual acuity is 
impaired by exhaust bubbles to further impede accom 
plishment of a task. Clouds of exhaled bubbles have 
tipped off many stalked ?sh to the fact that a sport 
diver is approaching and the quarries make good their 
escape. One attempt at removing these objectionable 
bubbles from the diver’s immediate vicinity called for 
connecting a remotely extending tube to the exhaust 
port of a conventional scuba regulator mouthpiece as 
sembly. This approach was found to be totally un 
satisfactory since after the tube was ?lled with exhaled 
gas, the scuba regulator would continuously purge and 
free flow due to the pressure differential created across 
the diaphragm in the second stage of the regulator. 
Maintaining the remotely extending tube at the same 
level as or below the regulator would, of course, 
remove this pressure differential; however, this imposes 
a limitation on the diver’s mobility which, generally, far 
outweighs tolerating the annoying bubbles. Another 
way to overcome the bubble problem is to employ a 
closed system underwater breathing apparatus but the 
expense, complexity and bulk of such a system render it 
impractical for many applications where a conven 
tional, open-circuit scuba system is preferable. A need 
currently exists for a simple device requiring little, if 
any, modi?cation of conventional open-circuit scubas 
to effectively and reliably handle the bubble problem. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is directed to providing a 
device for ensuring the controlled venting of exhaust 
gases from demand type scuba to a remote area of 
lower ambient pressure. A body member is provided 
with a cavity and two ?uidly communicating ?ttings, 
one of which is coupled to receive the exhaust gases 
from the scuba. An exhaust tube extending through the 
other ?tting has its inner end disposed in the cavity and 
its other end remotely extending to the area of lower 
ambient pressure. A resilient diaphragm member 
reaches across the cavity forming a chamber and lies 
across the inner end of the exhaust tube in a position 
normally sealing it. Upon exhaling into the chamber, 
the increased internal pressure orthogonally displaces 
the diaphragm from its normally sealing position to 
allow venting of the exhaled gases through the exhaust 
tube. As the exhalation portion of the breathing cycle 
stops, the chamber‘s internal pressure again equalizes 
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to the ambient pressure and the resilient diaphragm 
member returns to its normally sealing position on the 
exhaust tube preventing any further flow of gas. 

It is the prime object of the invention to provide a 
device for removing bubbles created as gas is exhaled 
from a diver’s immediate area. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a device 
that is adaptable to conventional open-circuit scuba to 
remove exhaust bubbles and requiring little or no struc 
tural modi?cations. 

Still another object is to provide a device having only 
one moving part and, hence, great reliability to ensure 
the removal of unwanted exhaust gas bubbles. 
These and other objects of the invention will become 

more readily apparent from the ensuing speci?cation 
when taken with the drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 depicts the invention operationally deployed. 
FIG. 2 is an exploded view of the invention. 
FIG. 3a is a cross-sectional view of the invention 

generally taken along lines 3-3 in FIG. 1 showing the 
exhaust valve closed during normal operation. 

FIG. 3b is a cross-sectional view generally taken 
along lines 3—-3 in FIG. 1 showing the exhaust valve 
open during normal operation. 

FIG. 3c is a cross-sectional view of the invention 
generally taken along lines 3-3 in FIG. 1 showing ini 
tial water purging. ‘ 

FIG. 3d is a cross-sectional view of the invention 
generally taken generally along lines 3-3 in FIG. 1 
showing advanced water purging. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring now to the drawings, FIG. l shows a diver 
equipped with an open-circuit scuba including a high 
pressure bottle, feeding lift-sustaining gas, usually air, 
to a conventional demand type regulator. Basically, de 
mand type regulators include at least one control valve 
which is normally closed to block gas flow. By inhaling 
through the mouthpiece, an internal pressure dif 
ferential is created and the control valve is momentari 
ly opened to pass a quantity of gas from the bottle to 
the lungs of the diver. With most of the conventional 
demand type scuba regulators having two stages, the 
second stage most conveniently is located at a 
mouthpiece portion 10 to allow easier breathing. An 
exhaust port 10a of the mouthpiece portion conven 
tionally mounts a resilient exhaust duct, not shown, 
which channels the exhaust gases toward a diver’s 
throat and away from his face and ?eld of vision. 
By simply removing the resilient exhaust duct, the 

present invention, bubble transfer device 11, is capable 
of being mounted on the mouthpiece port with little or 
no further structural modification. 
A first fitting 12 is sized and tapered appropriately to 

accommodate the exhaust port and is clamped or 
bonded suitably to maintain a sealed connection. The 
fitting encloses a passageway and reaches through the 
base of an essentially cup-shaped housing or body 
member 13 having a disk shaped base portion 13a and 
a cylindrically shaped side portion 13b. A second ?tting 
14 reaches through the base portion and supports a 
traversing rigid exhaust tube 15 coaxially disposed with 
respect to the side portion. 
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A ?exible diaphragm member 16 reaches across the 
cylindrical side portion and cooperates with the base 
and side portion to enclose a housing chamber 13c. An 
annular ring portion 13d lying in the same coaxial pro 
jection as the cylindrical side portion sandwiches the 
?exible diaphragm between it and the side portion and 
a plurality of screws disposed in aligned tapped bores 
position and hold the diaphragm in place. The location 
of the diaphragm is predetermined to locate its inner 
surface adjacent an inlet ori?ce 15a of exhaust tube 15 
for normally sealing the interior of the exhaust tube 
from the housing chamber when the internal pressure 
of the housing chamber is less than the surrounding 
pressure. A more reliable sealing on the inlet ori?ce 
and protection from external damage was provided by 
including a diaphragm stiffener having elements 17a 
and 17b bonded or bolted on opposite sides of the 
diaphragm. 
At the opposite end of the rigid exhaust tube, a ?exi 

ble extension 15b of the tube is connected to remotely 
extend a sufficient distance from the diver. The ?exible 
extension has a suf?cient wall thickness and strength to 
stand up to the environmental abuses and does not col 
lapse under the surrounding water pressure. Optionally 
the ?exible extension terminates in a U-shaped portion 
15c which is wrapped around a flotation member 18. 
The ?otation member, be it no more than a block of 
plastic foam, positions a venting port 15d of the flexible 
tube facing downwardly to prevent the tube’s being 
?lled with water. Should accidental ?ooding of the 
body member occur, a purge valve unit 19 disposed in 
the lower side of the annular side portion allows an im 
mediate purging of the ?ooded water in the manner set 
out below. The valve is of proven design and in its sim 
plest form is no more than a ?ap of rubber or similar 
?exible material suitably oriented and held in place to 
permit a one way ?ow of water. 
The advantages of the bubble transfer device are 

more clearly understood by noting FIGS. 3a through 3d 
of the drawings. Having a mouthpiece exhaust port 10a 
secured on first ?tting 12 forms a conduit for receiving 
exhaled gases from the mouthpiece portion. FIG. 3a 
shows no water trapped in housing chamber 13c nor in 

' the remotely extending ?exible extension 15b. The am 
bient water pressure holds ?exible diaphragm 16 
against inlet ori?ce 15a and the passage of gas is 
blocked during the inhalation portion of the breathing 
cycle as well as when the diver is neither inhaling or ex 
haling. 

While the diver is exhaling, see FIG. 3b, the internal 
pressure in housing chamber 130 is greater than the 
surrounding water pressure and the diaphragm member 
is orthogonally displaced outwardly from its normally 
sealing position on the inlet ori?ce. The passageway 
created by the displaced diaphragm allows venting of 
the exhaust gases through the rigid exhaust tube and 
?exible extension to the remotely located area of lower 
pressure. Upon cessation of the exhalation portion of 
the breathing cycle, ambient water pressure and the 
diaphragm ‘s resiliency quickly relocate the diaphragm 
to cover inlet ori?ce 15a preventing further venting. 
Should housing chamber 13c become ?ooded, a 

capability for immediate purging is included via the 
strategically located purged valve unit 19. The diver 
presses his finger on the center of diaphragm stiffener 
element 17a forcing the inner surface of the diaphragm 
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4 
member against inlet ori?ce 15a, see FIG. 30. This ac 
tion seals the inlet orifice and exhaled gas blows the 
?ooded water out through the purged valve unit. 
Releasing the inward pressure on the diaphragm stif 
fener while continuing to exhale, forces the diaphragm 
away from the inlet ori?ce. The exhaled gas is fed 
through rigid exhaust tube 15 and upward a distance in 
?exible extension 15b. At this point, assuming the diver 
has run out of gas to exhale, he need only to press in 
wardly on a peripheral portion of diaphragm stiffener 
17a to maintain the passageway leading from 
mouthpiece portion 10 to an area of lower pressure 
somewhere above in the ?exible extension 15b. Inten 
tionally creating this area of lower pressure on the “ 
downstream” side of conventional regulators causes 
the second stage to free-?ow gas in the identical 
manner as would the regulator free-?ow when the 
purge valve is pressed. The free-?ow of gas completely 
clears the ?exible extension for subsequent effortless 
breathing. 
The speci?c embodiment above-described calls for a 

generally cup shaped body member presenting a mea 
surable lateral water-plane area. If the entrained water 
mass impedes a diver’s movements and tends to hinder 
his rapid motion, it is certainly within the breadth of the 
present invention concept to allow for sufficient size 
reduction to minimize the possible consequences atten 
dant the disclosed relative dimensions. 

Obviously, many modi?cations and variations of the 
present invention are possible in the light of the above 
teachings, and, it is therefore understood that within 
the scope of the disclosed inventive concept, the inven 
tion may be practices otherwise than speci?cally 
described. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A device for ensuring the controlled venting of ex 

haust gases from demand type scuba to an area of lower 
ambient pressure comprising: 

a body member provided with a cavity and a ?rst and 
second ?tting communicating therewith, the ?rst 
?tting being coupled to receive said exhaust gases 
from said scuba; 

an exhaust tube extending through said second ?tting 
and having its inner end disposed in said cavity; 

a ?otation element carried on a remotely extending 
portion of said exhaust tube ensuring said area of 
lower ambient pressure and 

a diaphragm member reaching across said cavity to 
form a chamber and lying across said inner end in 
a position normally sealing said area of lower am 
bient pressure from said scuba, said diaphragm 
member having a ?exibility to permit its being 
orthogonally displaced from its normally sealing 
position when said exhaust gases are vented 
through said first opening to said chamber allow 
ing their passage through said exhaust tube and to 
said area of lower ambient pressure only while ex 
haling from said scuba. 

2. A device according to claim 1 further including: 
a diaphragm stiffener center section mounted on the 

outer surface of said diaphragm member to ensure 
said normally sealing during the inhale portion of 
said breathing cycle. 

3. A device according to claim 2 further including: 
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a purge valve unit extending through a wall of said 
body member to permit purging of water from said 
chamber. 

4. A device according to claim 3 further including: 
a U-shaped section of said exhaust tube in fluid com 

munication with said remotely extending portion 
and wrapped around said ?otation element to 
place the venting port of said exhaust tube in a 
downwardly facing orientation to prevent ?ooding 
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6 
of said exhaust tube and said chamber. 

5. A device according to claim 4 in which the device 
is fabricated from anti-corrosive and corrosion re 
sistant materials ensuring prolonged reliability 

6. A device according to claim 5 in which said ex 
haust tube has a suf?cient length to ensure the remote 
venting of exhaust gases. 


